Connect the Dots
a political map to understand Peak Oil Wars

Peak Oil and Climate Change
The most important question facing humanity is how we will use the remaining oil. We have burned about half of it, but the second half of the oil age will be much shorter - and probably much more violent as countries fight to control what is left. If we are smart, we will use the rest of the oil to make solar panels instead of battleships, and relocalize food production instead of creating more global sweatshops.

In 2007, we are near or at the global Peak of oil production (extraction). Most efforts to mitigate the shortage involve technologies that worsen pollution that is destabilizing the climate. Turning mountains of coal into gasoline might ease the pressure (slightly) on oil demand for a few years, but the cost for the atmosphere could be catastrophic.

We are not “addicted” to oil -- the modern world is completely dependent upon it for our industrial agriculture systems, our transportation networks, and the global economy. Addictions are things you can give up -- but oil runs our civilization.

www.oilempire.us/beyond-oil.html
www.oilempire.us/climate.html
www.oilempire.us/peakoil.html

9/11: the American Reichstag Fire
9/11 was allowed to happen (and given technical assistance) to trigger Peak Oil wars. Foreknowledge is proven beyond reasonable doubt. Specific warnings (what, when, where) came from Germany, France, Israel, Egypt, Russia and other allies. Several Air Force war games on 9/11 confused the air defenses or ensured fighter planes were too far away to stop the attacks. The CIA ran a “plane into building” drill near Dulles Airport, Virginia during 9/11. FBI probes of the flight schools were obstructed. It is likely that remote control technology was used to “hijack the hijackers” to steer Flight 77 into the nearly empty, recently reconstructed and strengthened sector of the Pentagon (instead of crowded parts).

9/11 disinformation
There are many disinformation efforts that “muddy the waters” around 9/11 that make most Bush opponents reluctant to investigate evidence for complicity. The most important is the false claim that the Pentagon plane crash was faked -- a hoax created by Donald Rumsfeld to distract from real evidence, and discredit 9/11 skepticism inside the Beltway, both by the majority of the citizens (most voted against Bush) and the political and military elites (most were not part of the cabal that allowed and assisted 9/11).

www.oilempire.us/impeach.html
www.oilempire.us/nuremberg.html

oil we are saying
give impeachment
a chance!

Impeachment is the Constitutional remedy for addressing crimes of the Cheney / Bush administration:
vote fraud flipped the results of the 2000 and 2004 Presidential elections
suppression of specific warnings that 9/11 was coming and failure to follow standard operating procedures that day which could have reduced casualties
the many lies used to attack Iraq and Afghanistan, countless war crimes, massacres, torture, detention without trial, violations of the Nuremberg Principles and Genocide Convention
blocking aid to Katrina victims in the immediate aftermath, when they were most in need of help
making the environmental crises of Peak Oil and climate change worse through deliberate failure to enact needed efficiency programs to reduce energy over-consumption

www.oilempire.us/impeach.html
www.oilempire.us/nuremberg.html

about oilempire.us
www.oilempire.us is a web based effort to connect the dots about the method to the madness so that we can convert the war machine for peaceful solutions at the end of the age of oil
media 9/11 strategy:
highlight hoaxes,
ignore best evidence


People who promote the "no plane" nonsense get mentioned in these media outlets, those who point out that claim is a hoax and stress the suppressed warnings, wargames and other best evidence are ignored. It is a form of psychological warfare to discredit those raising serious questions by associating them with nonsense.

www.oilempire.us/media-strategy.html
www.oilempire.us/state.html

Homeland Security
police state climate

The best analyses of Peak Oil and of global warming each conclude that the problem would have to be addressed a decade or two before it manifests at full strength - yet both problems are here, now. Perhaps the truth is that the shadow government (corporations and the military industrial complex) did not want to deal with these problems because the solutions are inherently decentralized and would require relaxation of centralized power control systems. Since we missed the opportunity to solve these issues as gently as possible, governments are instituting a global surveillance police state to suppress dissent as the oil that runs the show becomes more scarce and expensive, and climate change reduces available food and water supplies.

www.oilempire.us/homeland.html
www.oilempire.us/map.html
www.oilempire.us/peak-fascism.html
www.oilempire.us/reichstag-fire.html
www.oilempire.us/usapatriot.html

World War IV
mission accomplished

Dick Cheney calls the “War on Terror” a war that will not end in our lifetimes because it will take decades to use up the oil in the Middle East. The neo-conservatives call this conflict World War IV -- in their view, World War III was the Cold War from 1945 to 2001.

The map reprinted below was published in the June 2006 issue of “Armed Forces Journal” by Ralph Peters, a pro-war neo-conservative strategist. It shows a redrawing of the borders of many Middle Eastern countries, especially Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia. Most of the region’s oil would be in the “Arab Shia State” -- since the oil is largely concentrated along the Persian Gulf and the Iraq-Iran boder. The Sunni Iraq, Saudi Homeland, Islamic Sacred State and the bulk of Iran (which is not Arab) would be left without much oil -- which is why Team Bush is exacerbating ethnic and religious tensions throughout the region.

www.oilempire.us/new-map.html

Cheney’s new Middle East map: ethnicity & petroleum geology
using war to redraw boundaries of Iraq, Iran, Saudi Arabia & Pakistan

Blood borders: How a better Middle East would look
By Ralph Peters - Armed Forces Journal - June 2006

http://live.armedforcesjournal.com/2006/06/1833899

Countries gaining territory labeled in black
Countries losing territory labeled in red
Countries unchanged labeled in gray

![Middle East Map](http://live.armedforcesjournal.com/2006/06/1833899)